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SPECIFICATION FOR COMMISSION ONLY OF PUMPING EQUIPMENT 
 

We will attend the site following the complete installation of the equipment by others and undertake 
the following: 

 

1. Test the voltage and integrity of the incoming power supply.        
 
2. Check that the Control Panel is securely mounted. 
 
3. Check that all cable terminations within the Control Panel are secure. 
 
4. Dead test the pump and control float cables. 
 
5.  Check for correct phase rotation (three phase only). 
 
6.  Check the installation of the pumps and visible valves and pipework. From the surface, no 

confined space entry unless arranged in advance. 
 
7. Check the float control system and adjust the float levels if required. 
 
8. If all of the above points are acceptable and there is a water supply available undertake a wet 

test. 
 
9. Test the equipment under full load and adjust any overloads, timers and relays as required. 
 
10. Check for pipework leaks and correct valve functions. 
 
11. If the system passes all of the above tests leave it on automatic operation with the power on. Our 

office will then issue a test and commissioning certificate. 
 
12. Should any defects be found then the system will not be left operational.  A full report will be 

issued so that the defect can be attended to.  The system would then have to be re-commissioned 
at an additional cost. 

 
For commissioning to take place please note the following conditions that must be noted and 
met: 
 
1. Written confirmation will be required that site is ready for us before we attend. 
 
2. Site must be ready for our commissioning engineer, which would entail provision of power and 

water to test. 
 
3. We will apply our own commissioning to plan (copy available on request) and utilise our own 

commissioning documentation (copy available on request). Should you have a preferred 
commissioning plan and testing documentation, a copy should be provided prior to enable us to 
verify whether this would incur an additional cost. 
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4. Assuming free and uninterrupted working commissioning will involve the agreed amount of time 
on site (as specified in our quotation). Any abortive or other extra visits will be charged at the 
current day rate. 

 
5. A minimum of 1 weeks notice should be given to our engineers to attend site and carry out any 

work. The site should be prepared and ready to the agreed level for that stage of the works.  
 
6. A Site survey questionnaire (SSQ) form, our reference “SSQ/COMM/ORDER/0708” will be 

issued for your site operatives to sign and return. This must be completed before we attend site. 
Should the site not be at the agreed stage, which causes our engineers delay, we will reserve the 
right to charge this extra cost. 

 
7. Should any documentation be required for/from us in order to commence works on site this 

should be made aware to us prior to works commencing. We will charge for any additional time, 
or revisits required due to delays on site caused by your documentation requirements not having 
been specified before our attendance. 

 
8. We have allowed 0 hours for inductions at site on commencement at our works; where required 

and not time specific. We reserve the right to charge at the standard rate for additional time taken 
to complete works as a result of required, time specific or delayed site inductions. 

 
9. We have allowed for the quoted works on the basis that our works vehicles will have free access 

to the site for the duration of the works. In the event this is not possible/acceptable then 
additional; charges may apply for additional time required to complete works due to parking 
away from site. 

 
10. Our Engineers carry standard PPE equipment for their general works. Should your site have any 

specific PPE requirements then please advise us of this prior to our works commencing. Any 
delays or revisits required due to you not notifying us of specific PPE requirements will be 
chargeable. 

 
11. There must be a provision of water and power for testing and commissioning. 
 
12. Waiting time pending any preparations to the chamber will be charged on our hourly rate basis. 
 
13. Commissioning of equipment takes place on full completion of installation by others. Electricity 

must be available and if a return visit to commission is necessary it will be charged according to 
our standard engineer’s callout hourly rates.  

 
14. If we are unable to complete the installation/commissioning due to site conditions, this visit will 

still be charged and a re-visit will be charged at the quoted price for the original visit.  
 
15. We would be pleased to enter into a regular maintenance agreement for the equipment after 

installation and would be pleased to provide a quotation for such a service (if not already 
included) in the event of an order being placed. 

 
Our twelve-month manufacturer’s warranty will only apply after commissioning has been carried out 
and the System has been certified by us.  

 
 
 


